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Animals can be classified into different groups. Can you list 
some animals that belong to each of the groups below? 

Vertebrates

Invertebrates

Mammals Birds

Reptiles Fish

Amphibians

Insect Annelid

Crustacean Arachnid

Echinoderm Mollusc



Living in Environments                                                 Animal Cards A
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mouse pheasant tortoise

salmon newt crab

bee daddy long legs starfish

snail earthworm slug

praying mantis cow toad



Living in Environments                                                 Animal Cards B
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mouse green orb weaver swan bee

praying mantis slug earthworm toad

starfish daddy long legs hedgehog crab

pheasant stingray oyster tortoise

snake dragonfly snail salmon

woodlouse cow newt leech



Living in Environments                                                 Animal Cards C
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mouse green orb weaver swan bee scorpion

praying mantis slug earthworm toad magpie

starfish daddy long legs hedgehog crab humpback whale

pheasant stingray oyster tortoise disc web spider

snake dragonfly snail salmon rabbit

woodlouse cow newt leech beetle

ladybird shrimp guinea pig dolphin lizard



Living in Environments                                 Animal Classification Key
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mammal

bird

reptile

fish amphibian

insect

crustacean

echinoderm mollusc

arachnid

Does it have fur? 

Does it have feathers? 

Can it live underwater? 

Can it breathe on land? 

Does it have legs? 

Does it have 6 legs? 

Does it have antennae? 

Does it have spiky skin? 

Does it have a backbone?  

Does it have a segmented body? 
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Living in Environments                                                 Challenge Cards
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What can you find out about 
MAMMALS? 

★ What are the characteristics of 
mammals? 

★ What are some mammals you might find 
in the local area? 

★ What are some mammals you might find 
in other parts of the world? 

★ What is the strangest mammal you can 
find?

Good Luck!

What can you find out about 
AMPHIBIANS? 

★ What are the characteristics of 
amphibians? 

★ What are some amphibians you might 
find in the local area? 

★ What are some amphibians you might 
find in other parts of the world? 

★ What is the strangest amphibian you can 
find?

Good Luck!

What can you find out about 
FISH? 

★ What are the characteristics of fish? 

★ What are some fish you might find in the 
local area? 

★ What are some fish you might find in other 
parts of the world? 

★ What is the strangest fish you can find?

Good Luck!

What can you find out about 
REPTILES? 

★ What are the characteristics of reptiles? 

★ What are some reptiles you might find in 
the local area? 

★ What are some reptiles you might find in 
other parts of the world? 

★ What is the strangest reptile you can find?

Good Luck!

What can you find out about 
BIRDS? 

★ What are the characteristics of birds? 

★ What are some birds you might find in the 
local area? 

★ What are some birds you might find in 
other parts of the world? 

★ What is the strangest bird you can find?

Good Luck!

What can you find out about 
INVERTEBRATES? 

★ What are the characteristics of 
invertebrates? 

★ What are some invertebrates you might 
find in the local area? 

★ What are some invertebrates you might 
find in other parts of the world? 

★ What is the strangest invertebrate you 
can find?

Good Luck!


